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ABSTRACT
Background: The NPxY motif common to all β integrin cytoplasmic domains forms part of a canonical recognition
sequence for phosphotyrosine-binding domains which are protein modules present in a wide variety of signaling and
cytoskeletal proteins. We have recently reported that a non-naturally occurring peptide, RSKAKNPLYR, derived from
the β6 integrin cytoplasmic domain inhibits cancer cell growth in vitro and proposed that this may be due, at least in
part, to the inhibition of c-Src activity [1]. In the present study we examined the role of the NPLY motif within
RSKAKNPLYR in terms of its requirement for inhibition of cancer cell growth. Materials and Methods: The effects
of peptide modifications to RSKAKNPLYR on in vitro proliferation of human cancer cell lines (colorectal HT29, prostate DU145, breast MCF-7 and ovarian A2780) were evaluated using the MTT cell growth assay. Passage of peptide
across the plasma membrane was assessed by means of confocal microscopy using FITC-labelled peptide. The effect of
peptide on kinase activity was assessed in cell-free in vitro kinase assays. Results: The NPLY motif within RSKAKNPLYR was found to be essential for the growth inhibitory effect of this peptide. However, modified forms of this peptide in which all amino acids except the charged residues arginine and lysine were replaced by single non-polar amino
acids such as alanine or valine were equally effective at inhibiting cancer cell proliferation. Moreover, these peptides
inhibited not only c-Src activity as seen for RSKAKNPLYR but also the activity of members of the PKB/Akt kinase
family. Conclusion: Novel decapeptides comprising only three amino acids have anti-cancer effects without the requirement for an integrin-based NPLY motif. These peptides inhibit the activity of not only c-Src but also members of
the Akt family of kinases and may be useful as potential anti-cancer agents when used either alone or in combination
with compounds previously reported to inhibit c-Src kinase activity.
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1. Introduction
Integrins comprise a family of cell adhesion receptors composed of alpha/beta heterodimeric subunits that provide a
functional and structural bridge between the extracellular
matrix and intracellular signaling molecules [2]. The importance of integrins as components of extra- and intracellular signaling pathways in cancer is only just emerging. Expression of the αvβ6 integrin in ovarian cancers
may contribute to the invasive potential of ovarian cancers [3] and in colon cancer it has been identified as an
independent prognostic indicator for worse outcome in
patients suffering from this disease [4]. We have previously reported that a sequence of 15 amino acids, RSKAKWQTGTNPLYR, located within the cytoplasmic tail
of the β6 integrin subunit binds to extracellular signal*
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regulated kinase 2 (ERK2) and proposed that this contributes to tumor growth [5]. More recently, we reported
that a novel peptide, RSKAKNPLYR, derived from the
β6 binding sequence inhibits cancer cell growth in vitro
and proposed that this may be due, in part at least, to the
inhibition of c-Src activity [1].
Notably, within the RSKAKNPLYR sequence there is
an NPxY motif common to all beta integrin cytoplasmic domains that forms part of a canonical recognition sequence
for phosphotyrosine—binding (PTB) domains which are
protein modules present in a wide variety of signaling
and cytoskeletal proteins. Accordingly, it has been suggested that phosphorylation of the tyrosine (Y) residue in
the NPxY motif may represent a mode of regulating integrin interactions with other proteins at the cytoplasmic
face of the plasma membrane [6]. The fundamental role
for the highly conserved NPxY motif in regulating inJCT
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tegrin-mediated function has been emphasized by Filardo
and colleagues who showed that the NPxY motif within
the β3 cytoplasmic tail is essential for αvβ3-dependent
post-ligand binding events involved in cell migration and
the metastatic phenotype of melanoma cells [7].
In the present study we examined the role of the NPLY motif within the β6-derived anti-cancer decapeptide,
RSKAKNPLYR, in terms of its requirement for inhibition of cancer cell growth. To our surprise, novel small
anti-cancer peptides that lacked the NPLY motif were
identified comprising only three amino acids, i.e., arginine, lysine and a non-polar amino acid such as alanine or
valine. Moreover, these peptides inhibited not only c-Src
activity in a manner similar to RSKAKNPLYR but also
the activity of members of the PKB/Akt kinase family.

2. Materials & Methods
2.1. Peptides, Cell Lines and Culture Conditions
All peptides were synthesized by Auspep, Melbourne,
Australia. The peptides were RSKAKNPLYR, RKRK,
RKKR, ASAAANPLYA, RSKAKR, RSKAKNPLAR,
RSKAKNALYR, RAKAKAAAAR, RAAKAARAAK,
KAKAKAAAAK, RARAKAAAAK, RARARAAAAR,
RAKARAAAAK, KARARAAAAK, RβAKβAKβAβAβAβAR, RAKAK, RAKAKAAAR, RAKAKAAAAAR,
RSKSKSSSSR, RGKGKGGGGR and RVKVKVVVVR.
For immune-fluorescent studies an extra lysine residue
was coupled to the amino-terminus of RAKAKAAAAR
to provide attachment for FITC (designated FITC-K10(4)
Ala).
The human colon cancer cell line HT29, an ovarian cancer cell line, A2780, a breast cancer cell line MCF-7 and a
prostate cancer cell line DU145 were bought from the
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). The cell lines
were cultured at 37˚C, under air containing 5% CO2 and
passaged regularly for optimal growth. Cells were maintained in DMEM medium (HyClone Laboratories, Utah,
USA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (SAFC
Biosciences, Kansas, USA). All culture medium preparations were further supplemented with penicillin/streptomycin (100 µg/ml) and glutamine (2 mM) (Gibco, Life
Technologies, Australia).

2.2. In vitro Growth Inhibition MTT Assay
Cells in logarithmic growth were transferred to 96-well
plates (Costar, Corning Incorporated, NY, USA) in 100
µl of serum-containing medium at a density of 4000 cells
per well. After 24 hours the previously added serum-containing medium was removed and 200 µl of serum-free
medium with or without peptide added to each of triplicate wells. Drug exposure experiments were carried
out on cell lines using varying concentrations of peptides
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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(50 nM - 100 µM) and cells were exposed to peptides for
72 hours. Growth-inhibitory effects were evaluated using
the MTT (3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl] 2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide) cell growth assay and absorbance
read at 540 nm. Growth of control cells was exponential
during the whole incubation period. Mean surviving fractions ± SEM values (minimum of 3 separate experiments)
were determined for each peptide concentration.

2.3. c-Src Kinase Activity Assay
In vitro c-Src kinase activity assays were performed by
Upstate Kinase Profiling, Dundee, Scotland according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, in a final reaction volume of 25 µL, c-Src(5 - 10 mU) was incubated with
8 mM MOPS pH 7.0, 0.2 mM EDTA, 250 µM KVEKIGEGTYGVVYK (Cdc2 peptide), 10 mM Mg Acetate
and [ϒ-33P-ATP] (specific activity approximately 500
cpm/pmol). The reaction was initiated by the addition of
the Mg-ATP mix. After incubation for 40 minutes at room
temperature, the reaction was stopped by the addition of
5 µL of a 3% phosphoric acid solution. 10 µL of the reaction was then spotted onto a P30 filtermat and washed
three times for 5 minutes in 75 mM phosphoric acid and
once in methanol prior to drying and scintillation counting.

2.4. PKB (Akt) Kinase Activity Assay
In vitro PKB kinase activity assays were performed by
Upstate Kinase Profiling, Dundee, Scotland according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. In final reaction volumes
of 25 µL, 5 - 10 mU of either PKBβ (Akt2) or PKBϒ
(Akt3) were incubated with 8 mM MOPS pH 7.0, 0.2
mM EDTA, 30 µM of GRPRTSSFAEGKK, 10 mM Mg
Acetate and (ϒ-33P-ATP) (specific activity approximately
500 cpm/pmol, concentration as required). The reaction
was initiated by the addition of the Mg-ATP mix. After
incubation for 40 minutes at room temperature the reaction was stopped by the addition of 5 µL of a 3% phosphoric acid solution. 10 µL of the reaction mix was then
spotted on to P30 filtermat and washed three times for 5
minutes in 75 mM phosphoric acid and once in methanol
prior to drying and scintillation counting.

2.5. Peptide Internalization into Cells
HT29 cells were seeded into four 35 mm optically clear
cell culture dishes at a density of 1 × 106 cells per dish in
1 mL of RPMI cell culture medium with supplements
(penicillin/streptomycin and glutamine). The following
day, media was removed from the four dishes and the
adherent cells gently washed twice with 1 mL PBS followed by addition of 1 mL of RPMI cell culture medium
with supplements minus FBS. FITC compounds (FITC
alone and FITC-labelled peptide designated FITC-K10(4)
JCT
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Ala (FITC-KRAKAKAAAAR)) were resuspended in DMSO to give a final concentration of 1 mM. 10 µL of FITC
was added to two dishes and 10 µL of FITC-K10(4) Ala
was added to the other two dishes to give a final compound concentration of 10 µM per dish. The dishes were
incubated at 37˚C for 24 hours.
Confocal microscopy was performed using a Nikon C1Z laser-scanning confocal system equipped with a Nikon
E-2000 inverted microscope and three solid laser lines
(Sapphire 488 nm, Compass 532 nm, Compass 405 nm).
A Nikon 60× water-immersion lens (NA = 1.2) objective
was used. Green fluorescence was excited with Ar 488
nm laser line and the emission viewed through BA 495 520 nm narrow band barrier filter. Nikon C1Z software
was used to process the images.

3. Results
3.1. Effect of Peptide Modifications on Cell
Proliferation in vitro
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We initially examined the effects of peptide modifications
to the β6-derived peptide RSKAKNPLYR that included

substitution of the charged residues (R and K) by alanine
as well as 4-mer peptides comprising only the charged
residues (RKRK and RKKR). As shown in Figure 1(a),
both the NPLY motif and the charged residues R and K
appeared necessary but not sufficient to inhibit proliferation of HT29 cells in vitro to the same degree as seen for
the full length β6-derived 10-mer peptide (see Figure
1(a)). Notably, the scrambled version of the 4-mer peptide RKKR (i.e., RKRK) was less effective at inhibiting
cell proliferation at the highest peptide concentration of
100 µM (Figure 1(a)).
Given the putative importance of the NPxY motif in
regulating integrin function we specifically examined the
effect of a deletion variant of RSKAKNPLYR that lacked
the NPLY sequence (i.e., RSKAKR) on cell prolixferation. As shown in Figure 1(b), RSKAKR failed to inhibit
proliferation of HT29 cells even at the highest concentration of 100 µM. Moreover, substitution of the specific
residues proline and tyrosine by alanine within the NPLY
motif abrogated the growth inhibitory effect seen in the
presence of the parent 10-mer RSKAKNPLYR as shown
in Figure 1(b).
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Figure 1. (a) HT29 colon cancer cells cultured under serum-free conditions and exposed to peptides for 72 hours (RSKAKNPLYR versus RKKR versus ASAAANPLYA versus RKRK); (b) HT29 colon cancer cells cultured under serum-free conditions and exposed to peptides for 72 hours (RSKAKNPLYR versus RSKAKR versus RSKAKNPLAR versus RSKAKNALYR); (c) HT29 colon cancer cells cultured under serum-free conditions and exposed to peptides for 72 hours (RSKAKNPLYR versus RAKAKAAAAR versus RAAKAARAAK scrambled RAKAKAAAAR); (d) HT29 colon cancer cells cultured under serum-free conditions and exposed to peptides for 72 hours (RAKAKAAAAR versus KAKAKAAAAK versus RARAKAAAAK versus RARARAAAAR). All data represent the means ± SEM of the means for at least three separate experiments.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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To further confirm that the NPLY motif was necessary
to inhibit cancer cell growth, all non-charged residues
within RSKAKNPLYR were replaced with alanine and the
resulting peptide RAKAKAAAAR tested for its effect on
proliferation of HT29 cells. Surprisingly, as shown in Figure 1(c), the ability of both peptides to inhibit cell growth was similar whereas a scrambled version of RAKAKAAAAR (i.e., RAAKAARAAK) was ineffective (Figure 1(c)).
The 10-mer peptides derived from the β2, β3 and β5
integrin cytoplasmic domains (KEKLKNPLFK, RARAKNPLYK and RSRARNPLYR, respectively) share significant homology with the β6-derived peptide RSKAKNPLYR and have been shown to inhibit proliferation of
colon cancer cells in vitro [8].We therefore compared the
growth inhibitory effect seen for RAKAKAAAAR with
10-mer peptides in which all but the charged residues of
the β2, β3 and β5-integrin-derived peptides were substituted by alanine (KAKAKAAAAK, RARAKAAAAK
and RARARAAAAR, respectively). As shown in Figure
1D, RAKAKAAAAR was more effective at inhibiting
proliferation of HT29 cells in vitro than the three alaninesubstituted peptides derived from the β2, β3 and β5 integrin cytplasmic domains.
In order to determine whether the positions of arginine
and lysine within RAKAKAAAAR affected the ability of
this peptide to inhibit cancer cell growth, HT29 cells
were cultured in the presence of peptides in which the
positions of one or both arginine and lysine residues had
been inverted (RAKARAAAAK and KARARAAAAK,
respectively). As shown in Figure 2(a), this reduced the
ability of the peptides to inhibit cell growth. Moreover,
conversion of all alanine residues within RAKAKAAAAR to the isomeric form, β-alanine, similarly reduced the
ability of the peptide to inhibit growth of HT29 cells as
shown in Figure 2(a).
The specific requirement for four alanine residues within
the carboxy-terminal component of RAKAKAAAAR for
optimal growth-inhibitory effects is shown in Figure 2(b).
As seen in Figure 2(b) shorter variants of RAKAKAAAAR, ie, RAKAK and RAKAKAAAR, had minimal
effect on the proliferation of HT29 cells whereas an 11mer peptide containing an extra alanine residue was more
effective than the shorter peptide variants but not as effective as RAKAKAAAAR at inhibiting cell growth (Figure
2(b)).
To determine if the presence of alanine was a specific
requirement for the growth inhibitory effect, the alanine
residues within RAKAKAAAAR were replaced with
either valine, serine or glycine. As shown in Figure 2(c),
replacement of alanine with glycine rendered the peptide
ineffective except at the highest concentration, whereas
the serine substitute was slightly more effective, albeit
less than the alanine derivative. However, replacement of
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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alanine residues with valine resulted in similar inhibition
of growth of colon cancer cells to that observed for RAKAKAAAAR. The inhibitory effect of RAKAKAAAAR
on cell growth was also examined for other cancer cell
types. As shown in Figure 2(d), the peptide was equally
effective at inhibiting growth of human prostate, breast
and ovarian cancer cell lines in vitro.

3.2. Peptide Uptake by Cancer Cells
The ability of the peptide to cross the plasma membrane
under serum-free conditions was assessed by means of
confocal microscopy of HT29 cells exposed to KRAKAKAAAAR conjugated to FITC at its amino-terminus. As
shown in Figure 3, cytoplasmic localization of peptide
was observed after 24 hours in culture in contrast to the
absence of uptake of FITC alone.

3.3. Effect of Peptides on Kinase Activity
The ability of 50 µM of RSKAKNPLYR, RAKAKAAAAR, RAAKAARAAK (scrambled RAKAKAAAAR)
and RVKVKVVVVR to inhibit kinase activity was determined by means of cell-free in vitro kinase assays. As
shown in Figure 4, the β6-derived peptide, RSKAKNPLYR, inhibited c-Src but not PKBβ or PKBϒ activity
whereas the alanine-substituted peptide, RAKAKAAAAR, inhibited both c-Src and PKBϒ but not PKBβ activity. The scrambled version of the alanine-substituted
peptide, RAAKAARAAK, was ineffective at inhibiting
the activity of any of the three kinases tested. In contrast,
substitution of alanine by valine (RVKVKVVVVR) resulted in inhibition of the activity of all three kinases
(Figure 4).
Inhibition of c-Src activity did not differ significantly
between RSKAKNPLYR and RAKAKAAAAR (p =
0.132) and neither between RSKAKNPLYR and RVKVKVVVVR (p = 0.422). However, RAKAKAAAAR was
significantly more effective at inhibiting c-Src and PKBϒ
compared with the scrambled peptide RAAKAARAAK
(p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 respectively, Anova Test) as shown
in Figure 4.

4. Discussion
Given the necessity for the NPLY motif and, in particular,
the tyrosine and proline residues within that motif to
render the β6-derived peptide, RSKAKNPLYR, effective
at inhibiting cancer cell proliferation, it was completely
unexpected to find that substitution of all non-charged
residues within this 10-mer peptide with either alanine or
valine, i.e., RAKAKAAAAR and RVKVKVVVVR, respectively, resulted in inhibition of cell proliferation to
the same degree as seen for RSKAKNPLYR. This was
all the more surprising because alanine and valine are
JCT
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Figure 2. (a) HT29 colon cancer cells cultured under serum-free conditions and exposed to peptides for 72 hours (RAKAKAAAAR versus RAKARAAAAK versus KARARAAAAK versus RβAKβAKβAβAβAβAR); (b) HT29 colon cancer cells
cultured under serum-free conditions and exposed to peptides for 72 hours (RAKAKAAAAR versus RAKAK versus RAKAKAAAR versus RAKAKAAAAAR); (c) HT29 colon cancer cells cultured under serum-free conditions and exposed to
peptides for 72 hours (RAKAKAAAAR versus RSKSKSSSSR versus RGKGKGGGGR versus RVKVKVVVVR); (d) Prostate (DU145), breast (MCF-7) and ovarian (A2780) cancer cell lines cultured under serum-free conditions and exposed to
RAKAKAAAAR for 72 hours. All data represent the means ± SEM of the means for at least three separate experiments.
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Figure 3. Uptake of FITC-conjugated KRAKAKAAAAR (designated FITC-K10(4)Ala) by HT29 cells exposed to peptide or
FITC alone after 24 hours in culture under serum-free conditions.
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kinase assays. All data represent the means ± SEM of the means for at least three separate experiments. c-Src-RAKAKAAAAR vs RAAKAARAAK *p < 0.05 and PKBϒ-RAKAKAAAAR vs RAAKAARAAK **p < 0.01 (Anova Test).

unlikely to bind strongly to a receptor given that they are
non-polar, hydrophobic amino acids with no opportunity
for electrostatic interactions. In contrast, a scrambled version of RAKAKAAAAR was ineffective as shown in
Figure 1(c) and indicated that the inhibitory effect of
RAKAKAAAAR on cell proliferation was determined
by the correct spacing and sequence of the two arginine
and two lysine residues (Figure 2(a)).
Moreover, the length of RAKAKAAAAR appears to
be critical. For example, while a β-alanine still retains the
same tetrahedral structure as alanine, the effect of replacing alanine with β-alanine residues in the peptide RAKAKAAAAR is to lengthen the backbone of the peptide
which rendered it less effective at inhibiting cancer cell
growth as shown in Figure 2(a). In addition, the peptides
RAKAKAAAR (9-mer) and RAKAKAAAAAR (11-mer)
that contain either 3 or 5 alanine residues between the
lysine and the c-terminal arginine, respectively, were both
less effective at inhibiting cell growth compared with RAKAKAAAAR (10-mer) as shown in Figure 2(b), Substitution of the alanine residues within RAKAKAAAAR
with either glycine, serine or valine residues rendered the
peptides increasingly effective at inhibiting cell proliferation, respectively, when compared with RAKAKAAAAR
as shown in Figure 2(c).
The lack of a relationship to integrin structure was further highlighted by the finding that replacement of the
NPLY motif with alanine residues in the β6-derived sequence, RSKAKNPLYR, resulted in effective inhibition
of colon cancer cell proliferation whereas alanine substitution of the NPLY motif within the respective integrin
cytoplasmic domains of β2, β3 and β5 generated compounds that were relatively ineffective at inhibiting cell
growth (Figure 1(d)). The novel peptide RAKAKAAAAR was also found to be similarly effective at inhibitCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

ing proliferation of prostate, breast and ovarian cancer cell
lines in vitro (Figure 2(d)).
The PKB subfamily comprises three mammalian isoforms, PKBα, PKBβ and PKBϒ (Akt1, Akt2 and Akt3,
respectively) that are frequently mutated or over-expressed
in human cancer [9]. The Akt family of kinases is important not only for cell survival but also in malignant transformation [10]. Elevated Akt2 levels have been identified
in 32 of 80 primary breast carcinomas [11] as well as in
some ovarian and pancreatic carcinomas [12]. Akt3 has
also been found to be over-expressed in breast and prostate cancers [13] and in prostate cancer basal enzymatic
activity of Akt3 has been found to be constitutively elevated and represent the major Akt isoform [14]. Interestingly, inhibition of Akt3 has also recently been shown to
result in reduction of VEGF resulting in less vascularised
tumors in an ovarian xenograft mouse model [15]. Our
findings that modifications of a non-naturally occurring
decapeptide derived from the β6 integrin cytoplasmic
domain can lead to Akt kinase inhibition suggests these
molecules may be developed towards new targeted therapies.
Targeting Src kinases is also relevant in cancer therapy
given that Src family kinases are required for the endomembrane activation of the growth-promoting Ras-MAPK
pathway and c-Src activation has been documented in upwards of 50% of tumors derived from the colon, liver,
lung, breast and pancreas [16-18]. While none of the
peptides described in the present study inhibits Akt1
(data not shown) RAKAKAAAAR inhibited Akt3 activity and RVKVKVVVVR inhibited the activity of both
Akt2 and Akt3 as well as c-Src. However, a limitation of
our study is that we have not shown that inhibition of
colon cancer cell growth by these peptides is a consequence of inhibition of one or more of the kinases against
JCT
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which inhibitory activity has been identified in the in
vitro kinase assays.
In summary, we have described novel anti-cancer peptides comprising only three amino acids, i.e., arginine, lysine and a non-polar, hydrophobic amino acid such as
alanine or valine that inhibit Src and members of the Akt
kinase family that are critical for growth of colorectal and
other cancers. The role of Akt kinases as central players in
regulation of cell survival and proliferation make them
attractive therapeutic targets for treatment of cancer. A
major challenge in cancer therapy is the ability of tumor
cells to escape the growth constraints imposed on a cell
when targeting a single kinase. The peptides described
herein warrant further investigation as potential anticancer agents when used either alone or in combination
with previously reported anti-Src kinase-inhibiting peptides.
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